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the jbl partybox 310 is a large party speaker. like the jbl partybox 300 and jbl partybox 100, it has two circular rgb lights and dedicated inputs for guitar and microphone. it also has a graphic eq and a bass boost mode to help improve its sound to your liking. it can get very loud too, and has karaoke-related
features, which is great for parties. when placed vertically, and the flaps protecting its inputs are tightly sealed, it's rated ipx4 for water resistance, meaning it can withstand small splashes of water, meaning you can bring it to shows outdoors without too much of a problem. the jbl partybox 310 is a better
speaker than the alpine corporation solar bluetooth rock speaker. the jbl has a more neutral, balanced sound profile, and it can play stereo content without downmixing it to mono. it has lots of inputs for guitars and microphones, and it can get a lot louder. that said, some listeners may prefer the alpine
corporation's outdoor-friendly, rock-like design with a built-in solar panel. it also has a longer battery life than the jbl. the jbl partybox 310 is a better speaker than the alpine corporation solar bluetooth rock speaker. the jbl has a more neutral, balanced sound profile, and it can play stereo content without
downmixing it to mono. it has lots of inputs for guitars and microphones, and it can get a lot louder. that said, some listeners may prefer the alpine corporation's outdoor-friendly, rock-like design with a built-in solar panel. it also has a longer battery life than the jbl. a- it sounds like you may be using the
incorrect replacement lamp for your flashlight. d & c cell mag-lite flashlights have different numbers of batteries or cells and therefore operate at different voltages, so each size maglite flashlight needs its unique lamp size. for instance, if you have a 4-cell mag-lite flashlight and you put a 2-cell or 3-cell lamp
inside, it will burn out very rapidly because the 4-cell flashlight runs at a higher voltage than the lamp of a 2 or 3-cell flashlight was designed to handle. for our personal size flashlights and your information, we manufacture a 2-cell aa mini maglite flashlight, a 2-cell aaa mini maglite flashlight, and a single cell
aaa maglite solitaire flashlight each of which requires its unique lamp.
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in this loop, you use the digitalwrite() function to turn the led on. digitalwrite also needs two arguments: pin number, and high or low. high sends full power to the pin. low sends no power to the pin. there are no middle or medium commands. delay() is a function that pauses your program for a set amount of
time. how much time that's what the argument inside the delay() parentheses is for. the number you give to delay is measured in milliseconds, and 1000 milliseconds is one second. to turn the led off, you'll use digitalwrite() again with a low argument. why do you need the second delay because the loop()

runs over and over again. without slowing down the program, the led will only be turned off until the computer reaches the top of the loop again- less than 1/10th of a second later. the first step in this program is to tell node-red which pin number holds the led you'll light. to do that in code, you use the
pinmode() function. pinmode needs two arguments, or pieces of information, given to it. the first is the pin number, the second is whether that pin number should be used as an output, input, or input_pullup. you will learn more about the differences later. it's also the right size. the jbl partybox 310 is quite
big, but at 12 pounds, it's not all that heavy. it could also fit in your backpack for some outdoor musical fun. it also has a rechargeable battery, so you don't need to buy a new battery every time it dies. the other speakers tend to have the same problem. usually, if you buy more than one of these speakers,
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